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EXPLORE!

857! This is a very special number for Lonely Planet
Kids. It’s the number of local experts that we can call upon
from all four corners of the globe when we create our books. They
help us to achieve our aim of showing our readers 5-12 years what an
amazing and rich diversity of people, places and cultures surrounds us.
And this incredible expertise means we can offer brilliant reference titles

Incredible Cabinet
of Wonders

100 little doors to weird and wonderful artifacts from the
world’s great museums
Open tiny doors, large doors, and strange doors to museum collections around the world – and discover their
most astonishing, weird, and surprising objects. This extraordinary life-the-flap book contains 14 themed cabinets,
from toy makers and treasure hunters, to sailors and archaeologists. Each cabinet is beautifully brought to life by a
different illustrator and full-color photography.
$21.99 | October 2017 | 9781787011045 | 9.1" x 10.6" | Hardback | 28 pp | Ages 8–12

like THE ANIMAL BOOK, innovative novelty books like DINOSAUR ATLAS and
INCREDIBLE CABINET OF WONDERS. 2017 will also bring awesome additions
to our essential CITY TRAILS series, including WASHINGTON D.C., with unique
insights into the world’s great metropolises. And this year you can learn to
say ‘apple’ in three languages with FIRST WORDS and solve the world’s
most cunning mazes with MAZE ADVENTURES
Wow! It’s going to be a big adventure!
Tim Cook
Publisher, Lonely Planet Kids

COVER NOT FINAL
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The animal book

118 incredible creatures and how we share our planet with them

The earth book

How our planet was shaped by the four elements

Animals are all around us, but sometimes we forget just
how remarkable they are. In this beautiful hardback,
we take a look at some of the world’s most incredible
creatures, from those you can spot in your back garden, to
more endangered species in jungles, deserts, and freezing
oceans. We also explore our relationship with these animals
and how humans are affecting their lives and habitats.
Dawn Cooper’s wonderful illustrations are combined with
vivid photographs and expert authorship.

Planet Earth. Four elements. One incredible story. Get ready
for a rollercoaster ride through history, geography, science
and more. Take an amazing journey into the planet’s past
and discover how four elements – earth, fire, air and water
– created the world and everything that exists today. This
book combines amazing facts with stunning photography
and hand-drawn illustrations to bring our planet and its
past to life in an exciting and engaging way.

$19.99 | September 2017 | 9781786574343 | 9.06” x
12.01” | Hardback | 164 pp | Ages 8–12

also in this series...
COVER NOT FINAL

$19.99 | October 2017 | 9781787012783 | 9.06” x 12.01” |
Hardback | 256 pp | Ages 8-12

$19.99 | September 2015 | 9781743607749 | 9.06" x 12.01" | Hardback |
212 pp | Lexile Display IG1150L
$19.99 | September 2016 | 9781786570192 | 9.06" x 12.01" | Hardback |
212 pp | Lexile Display IG1140L
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How Animals Build

Lift the flaps to discover amazing animal homes
Lift the flaps and open gatefolds to discover
the animal kingdom’s best builders. Do
bees need cement mixers to make hives?
Do beavers use cranes to construct dams?
Of course not! Like many animals, they’re
architectural geniuses that rely on their
instinct and habitat alone to create their
grand designs. From spider webs and rabbit
warrens, to bird nests and ant colonies,
we reveal the secrets to these incredible
structures and how they’re built.
$18.99 | September 2017 | 9781786576637 | 10.8"
x 10" with integral flaps and shaped gatefolds | 24
pp | Ages 7–10

COVER NOT FINAL

also in this series...
How cities work
This brilliant book takes younger readers to the heart
of the city. Perforated flaps let you see what’s going on
behind closed doors, while big gatefolds reveal what’s
under the street you walk on every day. Stylishly
illustrated by James Gulliver Hancock.
$18.99 | November 2016 | 9781786570222 | 10.8" x 10" with
integral flaps and shaped gatefolds | 24 pp
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dinosaur atlas

Amazing facts, pull-outs and life-size fossils
Travel back in time 150 million years. Open the gatefolds to reveal lost prehistoric lands and the dinosaurs that
once roamed them. Uncover the latest dinosaur discoveries and read fascinating stories about how these ancient
creatures lived – and who dug them up. Lift the flaps to unearth photographs of life-size fossils and measure
yourself against enormous bones, teeth, and claws! Featuring stylish and iconic illustrations by James Gilleard.
$18.99 | October 2017 | 9781786577191 | 10.8" x 10" | Hardback | 32 pp | Ages 5+
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City Trails

Secrets, stories and other cool stuff

COVER NOT FINAL

COVER NOT FINAL

COVER NOT FINAL

City Trails - Washington D.C.

City Trails - Tokyo

$12.99 | October 2017 | 9781786579621 | 7.87" x 7.87" |
Flexibound | 104 pp | Ages 8–12

$12.99 | October 2017 | 9781786577269 | 7.87" x 7.87" |
Flexibound | 104 pp | Ages 8–12

These four new titles in the City Trails
series take children to the heart of Rome,
Sydney, Tokyo and Washington D.C. all from
the comfort of their own home! Packed
with fascinating facts, fun illustrations
and amazing photography, each book
features a series of colorful, thematic trails,
showcasing everything that’s gorgeous,
gross, showstopping, fashionable and
downright fabulous about the city.
8

COVER NOT FINAL

City Trails - Sydney

City Trails - Rome

$12.99 | October 2017 | 9781786579669 | 7.87" x 7.87" |
Flexibound | 104 pp | Ages 8–12

$12.99 | October 2017 | 9781786579645 | 7.87" x 7.87" |
Flexibound | 104 pp | Ages 8–12

also in this series...

City Trails - London

City Trails - New York

City Trails - Paris

$12.99 | June 2016 | 7.87" x 7.87" |
Flexibound | 104 pp |
9781760342289 | Lexile Display IG1140L

$12.99 | June 2016 | 7.87" x 7.87" |
Flexibound | 104 pp |
9781760342265 | Lexile Display IG1130L

$12.99 | June 2016 | 7.87" x 7.87" |
Flexibound | 104 pp |
9781760342241 | Lexile Display IG1090L

9

Following the Great Wall

Unfolding
Journeys

From the dusty desert of Gansu province to the rolling
waves of the Yellow Sea, this amazing journey takes you
past flaming mountains and ancient wonders. Watch out
for mighty fortresses, giant pandas, and the extraordinary
Army of Terracotta Warriors in this beautifully illustrated
wall frieze.

With stunning illustrated detail on one side, and
fascinating and atmospheric text from award-winning
author Stewart Ross on the other, these books are
sure to delight readers aged 7+.

$17.99 | June 2017 | 9781786571984 | 9.06" x 12.01" | Paperback |
16 pp | Ages 8–12

34

GIANT PANDA

DATONG AND YUNGANG
BUDDHIST STATUES

Puff! Pant! It’s hard work, but
having come down to Xi’an we’d
be crazy not to go panda spotting
high up in the Qinling Mountains.

the
river
nile

A few things to know
before we set off…
The Nile is so much more than
just a river. It’s a ...
• Record-breaker: at least
6,853 km (4,258 miles) in
length, it’s the longest river in
the world. No one knows precisely
where it begins.
• Thread that links together
the 11 countries through which
it flows: Tanzania, Uganda,
Rwanda, Burundi, Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Kenya,
Ethiopia, Eritrea, South Sudan,
Sudan and Egypt.

3. THE ROSETTA STONE

Cleopatra – a queen, not a pharaoh – is
perhaps the best known of all the rulers of
ancient Egypt. When she was 11 years old,
she married her 4-year-old brother – yes,
the Egyptian royal family did some weird
things in those days! She took control of
Egypt after he drowned in the River Nile.

When writing was invented, people used
mini-pictures to represent things. The
picture-writing used by the ancient
Egyptians is called hieroglyphs. More
modern writing used shapes (letters of
the alphabet) to represent sounds. This
gradually replaced hieroglyphic writing,
and before long no one even knew how to
read it. For centuries people stared at the
strange symbols of the ancient Egyptians
and wondered what they were all about.

Later, the famous Roman general Julius
Caesar came to Egypt with an army. He
knew all about the beautiful Cleopatra,
but refused to meet with her. Legend has
it she smuggled herself into the palace
at Alexandria inside a rug – and she and
Caesar became very good friends.
If plans for an underwater museum go
ahead, we will soon be able to see the
palace where all this happened.

Then, in 1799, a French soldier found a
stone in the wall of Fort Julien, Rosetta. On
it was a message in three types of writing.
Two were types of Greek, which
scholars could read; the third
was hieroglyphic. After
hours of head
scratching,
experts
in
Greek finally
deciphered the
hieroglyphs:
the key to
the world of
pyramids had
been found at
last!
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2. ABU QIR BAY

• Lifeline providing Egypt and
Sudan with most of their water.
• Highway for thousands of
boats, big and small.
• Powerhouse: the river’s power
generates more than 10% of
Egypt’s electricity.
• Moving history museum: along
its banks lie many of the world’s
finest ancient monuments.
• Living timeline that runs from
the beginning of human civilization
to today!

It’s 1798. The great French general,
Napoleon Bonaparte, has sailed across
the Mediterranean with a large army and
invaded Egypt. A British fleet commanded
by Admiral Horatio Nelson has failed the
stop Napoleon, and the French army is now
safely ashore.
The ships that brought Napoleon lie at
anchor in Abu Qir Bay (also known as
Aboukir Bay). Protected by reefs and
shallow water, they believe they are safe.
But they are not.
Daringly, Nelson orders his fleet to attack
just as it’s getting dark. The fighting is
so furious that at 10pm both sides take a
20-minute nap before starting up again!
In the end, the British are triumphant and
Napoleon is cut off from France.
Let’s go scuba diving in the bay and see if
we can find some cannon balls!

4. Library of
Alexandria

About 70 cities were named after
Alexander the Great (356–323 bc),
the famous general from Macedonia.
Alexandria, at the mouth of the River Nile,
was the finest of them all. And the finest
thing in Alexandria was its gigantic library.
It may have held as many as 400,000
hand-written scrolls (books written on long
rolls). When a ship docked in Alexandria,
the captain had to give all his books to the
library. Scholars then copied them out, kept
the originals, and handed the copies back to
the captain!

So where is this fantastic library now?
We have no idea. All we know is that it
was destroyed – perhaps by accident –
over 1,000 years ago. Sadly, houses and
streets were built over the ruins so we
don’t even know where it stood.

5. SILVER SANDS AT SIDI
ABDUL-RAHMAN

8. THE CITY OF THE
DEAD

Where the Nile enters the sea, the sand
and silt it brings with it dye the water a
dirty brown colour. But drive 132 km (82
miles) west along the coast to Sidi AbdulRahman, and you’re not far from paradise.

In a city of overwhelming bustle and
noise, Cairo’s el-Arafa district is a grim
exception. It’s a massive burial ground,
known as the City of the Dead. There are
reckoned to be around 1 million tombs here,
some centuries old and crumbling, others
brand new and built of gleaming marble.

At least, you used to be. The clear blue
sea, the unspoiled, sugar-white sand of
the beaches, the dusty dunes… It was all
too good to last. The place is now being
transformed into a multi-million-dollar
resort and renamed ‘Marassi’: lush hotels,
night clubs, bars, water skiing…
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6. THE CATACOMBS OF
KOM ESH SHUGAFRA

Corpses are not the City of the Dead’s
only inhabitants though. In the dark and
narrow streets, amid the silent tombs,
there dwell an unknown number of Cairo’s
poorest citizens. They live here because
it’s cheap – if they can get into an old tomb
and don’t mind the other residents, they
have a home rent free.

Alexandria was home to people from every
corner of the world. We can see this in
the designs of the catacombs. There are
alcoves for old-style Egyptian mummies, a
Greek-style statue and a carving of a lady
with a classy Roman hair-do.

6
7. THE KHAN EL-KHALILI
BAZAAR
Imagine a maze filled with small shops and
stalls, each piled high with everything you
might want to buy; add noise, heat and
smells… and you have the marvellous Khan
El-Khalili bazaar. This place is so chaotic, so
higgledy-piggledy, so huge – so EXCITING!
Beside the market stands the famous
Fishawi’s Café. The same family have been
running it for almost 250 years. All of Cairo
– rich and poor, famous and unknown – meets
here to chat and drink mint tea.

The early Christians loved this place, too,
and built monasteries here. Men like St
Amun, St John the Dwarf, St Moses the
Black and St Pishoy chose to live here to
get away from the temptations of world.
They believed that out in the empty desert
they could concentrate on what really
mattered: praying to God.

In many ways Egypt is the Nile. Without the
river, civilization would never have appeared
in this region 7,000 years ago. Even
today, Egypt is mainly the strip of green a
few miles wide on either side of the great
brown river that brings life to the desert.

6
9. EL ALaMeIN

The mouth of the River Nile lies very close
to where two continents meet: Africa to
the west, Asia to the east. That makes this
part of the world a sort of crossroads. For
thousands of years, traders from north,
south, east and west have gathered here
to exchange goods and pass on news.

13. THE GAYERANDERSON MUSEUM

15. THE GLORIES
OF GIZA

When British army officer Major R.G.
Gayer-Anderson Pasha was serving in
Cairo, he fell in love with the place. He did
not go back to Britain on retirement, but
made his home in one of the oldest and most
interesting houses in the city.

There is so much we don’t know about the
Pyramids of Giza, especially the Great
Pyramid of King Khufu. We can see that
it was a tomb aligned with the stars. But
how on earth, 4,500 years ago, did
they build it a near perfect square, and
pile up 2.3 million stone blocks to a height
of 146 metres (479 ft)? All we can do
is stare in astonishment at what is surely
the greatest of the Seven Wonders of the
Ancient World.

Built in the 17th century, the building was
once owned by a wealthy woman from
Crete. Gayer-Anderson bought the House
of the Cretan Woman, restored it and filled
it with his vast collection of carpets, works
of art and other interesting objects from
around the Arab world. He left instructions
that on his death the house and its
contents should go to the people of Cairo
as a museum.
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11. cruising

The catacombs of Kom Esh Shugafra were
discovered by accident. By a donkey! Over
115 years ago, the poor animal disappeared
into a mysterious hole in the ground. When
the owner went to look, he found himself
peering into a huge graveyard.
Catacombs are underground cemeteries.
Those at Kom Esh Shugafra were dug about
1,800 years ago, probably for an important
and wealthy man and a woman. Over the
next 200 years, the tombs were expanded
with space for dozens more bodies.

10. WADI EL NATRUN

A wadi is a riverbed that only runs with
water when it rains, which is not very often
out here in the desert! The ancient Egyptians
loved this place because – as the name
suggests – it was where they found natron.
Natron is the salty-looking mixture they used
for preserving dead bodies as mummies.

The ancient Egyptians sailed up and down
the Nile in all sorts of craft – and so can we.
There are rowing boats, brightly painted
pleasure cruisers and large tourist boats
that are more like floating hotels. So, after
the hustle and bustle of the city, let’s settle
down on deck with a cool drink and watch
the enchanting Egyptian landscape slip by.

6
12. THE AL-AZHAR PARK

Conquerors have also cast their greedy
eyes over the region. At first came the
mysterious Hyksos people, then Persians,
Romans, Arabs and Turks. They were
followed in modern times by the French,
British and Italians.

A family of Muslim rulers (Caliphs) founded
the city of Cairo over a thousand years
ago. Less than 50 years ago, a member
of the same family staying in a Cairo hotel
was dismayed by what he saw outside his
window – a 500-year-old rubbish tip. The
Agha Khan, the man in the hotel, decided to
do something about it.

During World War II, the German General
Erwin Rommel advanced along the coast
towards Alexandria. Here, at El Alamein
(meaning ‘two flags’ in Arabic), the Allies
stopped him in a decisive battle. The
remains of tanks, lorries and guns litter
the desert - a rusting reminder of
the grim events of almost
80 years ago.

A multi-million-dollar donation followed,
and the bulldozers and builders moved in.
Gradually the area was transformed into a
beautiful green park fed by the waters of
the Nile. Ancient archaeology was restored,
hotels built, paths and walkways constructed,
trees and flowers planted. Today the AlAzhar Park is officially recognised as one of
the World’s Great Places.

14. CAIRO’S MUSEUM OF
TREASURES

And not far away stands another mystery:
the Great Sphinx. What was the purpose
of the gigantic, 4,500-year-old statue of
a lion with a human head? Why are there
three tunnels inside it and when were they
dug? The temple standing before it has
24 pillars… Perhaps these represent the
hours of the day and the Sphinx was the
Sun God? We will probably never know.

The world gasped at
what was inside: a
coffin of solid gold,
a glittering face
mask, thrones and
over 5,000 other
objects
thought
necessary for the
afterlife – including
spare underwear.

20. A CAMEL RIDE

23. SAILING ALONG

25. Sand Everywhere

The camel is the ship of the desert, so it
makes sense to visit the Pyramids on the
back of one. Three handy tips: 1) Get onto
your camel when it’s sitting down. 2) Lean
back when it stands up: as it rises rear-first,
you can be catapulted over its head. 3) Cling
on tight: a camel moves both legs on one side
at the same time, swaying alarmingly.

Though the Nile is a huge river, it can still
get pretty crowded with noisy boat traffic.
The bigger vessels chug along to the steady
throb of their diesel engines – but we’ve
chosen to travel by dahabiya, a smaller,
old-style river cruiser powered by broad,
red-and-white stripy sails.

The Nile is the only river permanently flowing
through the Sahara Desert. This is hardly
surprising as half of the Sahara area gets
less than 2.5 cm (0.5 in) of rain per year.
Even so, all kinds of creatures manage to live
here: snakes, scorpions, hyenas, jackals and
a rare antelope-like animal called an addax.

We sit on cane chairs, shaded from the
Sun by a canvas awning, and watch the
real Egypt slip slowly and silently by on
either bank… The children swimming in
the shallows, the farmers in their fields
irrigated by the Nile’s generous waters,
and the sharp-eyed kingfishers waiting
patiently for a catch. It’s how our Victorian
ancestors travelled – and how Egyptians
themselves have been travelling since the
dawn of civilization.

The Sahara hasn’t always been so harsh
and empty. Before the Earth’s climate
suddenly changed about 3,500 years ago,
the land was lush and green. It was home to
many large beasts, including lions, giraffes
and elephants. Long before that, dinosaurs
roamed here. So as you wander on the
banks of the Nile, keep an eye open for
fossils. You never know what you might find!

24. AMARNA, THE CITY
OF THE SUN GOD

In trying to change Egypt’s religion,
Pharaoh Akhenaten was greatly helped
by his lovely wife, Queen Nefertiti. How
do we know she was lovely? In 1912, a
German archaeologist working at Amarna
uncovered a painted stone and plaster bust
(head and shoulders statue) of a delightful
lady. She was later identified as none other
than the famous queen.

The boat is a masterpiece. The pieces fit
together like a jigsaw and are held in place
with pegs and rope made of grass.
What was the boat for and why was it buried
in its own grave? We don’t know. Some
scholars think it was to carry Khufu’s body
to its final resting place; others put forward
a more fanciful suggestion: the boat carried
Khufu across the sky while he was being the
Sun God. The world’s first flying boat!
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18. TUNIS, AN OASIS
OF ART

The Tunis story began more than fifty
years ago when a couple of poets came
to the beautiful El-Fayoum Oasis to write.
Twenty years later, the Swiss potter
Evelyne Porret and her husband moved
in. Their pots were soon in demand –
and so were their skills. Evelyne has
been giving pottery lessons to local
children ever since.

During the 18th century, it was fashionable
for wealthy Europeans to buy ancient
Egyptian artefacts and ship them home.
The way to stop this happening was to build
a museum in Cairo large enough to hold
the country’s treasures. So in 1902 the
world’s first purpose-built museum was
constructed in Tahir Square. Its 107 halls
contain some 160,000 objects.

Europeans were not the only people to
rob Egypt of its treasures. Long before
they turned up, the Egyptians themselves
were breaking into the tombs of the ancient
pharaohs and stealing their valuables.
However, one important tomb remained
untouched. In 1922, the archaeologist
Howard Carter discovered the
3,350-year-old tomb
of the boy pharaoh
Tutankhamun.

17. KING KHUFU’S BOAT

In 1954, an Egyptian archaeologist
uncovered a deep pit next to the Great
Pyramid. In it, perfectly preserved, was a
44-metre (144-ft) boat belonging to King
Khufu. It was carefully taken to pieces and
reassembled in a special museum.

Painters, poets and writers followed the
potters, and today Tunis is an oasis of
creative culture with its own Art Centre
and annual Pottery Festival.

Now you’ve got the hang of it, head for the
Pyramids just as the sun is going down. Turn
away from the noisy sprawl of Cairo and
gaze out over the desert with the Pyramids
in the foreground. The scene glows with
the burning colours of the sunset.

6

21. FAVA BEANS

Why are there so many bean fields beside
the Nile? Well, ful mudammas – beans in the
pot - is the Egyptian national dish. And since
we’re here, we’d better learn the proper
Egyptian recipe.
Here goes: soak dried fava beans for a day
in a special ful pot known as a qidra. Add
onion, tomatoes, garlic, a pinch of salt –
and anything else you want (e.g. butter or
olive oil). Cover and simmer over a low heat
all night. Eat for breakfast, perhaps with
fried eggs – yum!
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16. WHALE BONES IN
THE DESERT

We leave the River Nile behind us for a
while and head out into the desert. We’re
aiming for a spot 150 km (93 miles) southwest of Cairo. In Arabic it’s Wadi El Haitan,
but we tourists know it as the Valley of the
Whales. Here, in a brand new Fossil and
Climate Change Museum, we find some
fascinating fossils.
What makes them so important is that they
belonged to a species of whale that had
legs! The remains confirm what scientists
had always suspected: whales were
originally land animals that evolved into sea
mammals millions and millions of years ago.

19. A VILLAGE FROM THE
PAST

Cairo’s Pharaonic Village tourist attraction
offers some suggestions about what
Egyptian life was like in ancient times. Actors
play ancient Egyptians, so we can even chat
to a pharaoh when we visit the village’s
newly-built temple. But wait a minute… The
ruler and his court are speaking Arabic,
a language the original pharaohs wouldn’t
have been able to make head or tail of.
Perhaps we’d be better off sticking to
mummies and statues. They might not talk,
but at least they’re real.

22. THE WADI EL-RAYAN
WATERFALLS
An oasis is a rare and precious thing in
Egypt. Rather than let the salty water
from the Fayoum Oasis drain away, it was
channelled to an artificial lake. When this
lake was full, the water was led down a
slope to the Wadi El-Rayan, and a new lake
began to form. And there, between the
two, are Egypt’s only waterfalls.
The area, 65 km southwest of Fayoum,
has now become a miraculous and carefully
protected nature reserve. In the green
vegetation between the blue waters of
the lake and the golden brown sand of the
desert, there live rare gazelles and foxes,
and over 150 species of bird.

statues are highly
unusual – the Buddha
is not Indian but a
Chinese emperor!

To get away from the old world, with its
crocodile gods and swallowing monsters,
Akhenaten built a brand-new capital city.
He chose an area of empty desert beside
the Nile, 312 km (194 miles) south of the
Pyramids and 402 km (250 miles) north
of Luxor, and there he built Amarna.
The stone he used was
removed after his death
and sand soon covered the
site. However, the Amarna
Project is now exploring
the area and preserving its
unique tombs, carvings and
other fascinating ruins.

The Chinese believed
evil spirits came from
the north, so the Ming
emperors were buried in
a horseshoe of mountains
open to the south only.
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THE SHANHAI PASS

The castle of the Shanhai Pass
was the ‘key to the capitals’. If it
fell, the road to Beijing was open.

If the Great Wall of China is a dragon,
its heart is the Zhenbeitai Tower near
Yulin in Shanxi province.

36

WESTERN
QING TOMBS

26. NEFERTITI, THE LADY
OF GRACE

BLACK-FACED
SPOONBILL

Welcome
to Beijing,
China’s enormous,
buzzing capital city.
Its population is around
25 million – about 5 times
the size of Berlin or Boston!

Surely these impressive tombs were
built for some pretty important
people? Absolutely right. They
are the final resting place of four
emperors and their families.
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Pharaoh Akhenaten, who ruled Egypt for
17 years (about 1349-1332 bc), thought
differently from his predecessors. He was
the first known person to say that there
was just one, all-powerful god. This was
too radical for the time and after his death
his name was wiped from the official list of
pharaohs, as if he had never existed.
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1. CLEOPATRA’S PALACE

40 These Buddha
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HUKOU WATERFALL
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BEIJING
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Nefertiti was powerful as well as beautiful.
Scholars believe she was co-ruler with her
husband, and may even have ruled on her
own after his death. The truth will probably
never be known – but we do have that bust
to remind us that, ruler or not, Nefertiti
was a truly remarkable woman.

COMMUNIST
BASE, YAN'AN
The Chinese government describes
Yan’an as ‘sacred’ because the city
was the communists’ base during their
struggle to take over the country.
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YULIN NATURAL
GAS FIELD

The Great Wall represents China’s
grand past, and the pipes and towers
of the Yulin natural gas field represent
the country’s future.

In Chinese, a pilgrimage
means ‘paying respect
to a holy mountain’ –
something the monks
of the Mount Heng
monastery have
been doing for
1,500 years.
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TANGSHAN EARTHQUAKE
In 1976, the city of Tangshan, to the
east of Beijing, was at the heart of
the 20th century’s most devastating
earthquake.

Roaring like one of China’s famous dragons, the thick,
brownish water of the Yellow River crashes over a
famous waterfall at Hukou.

THE HANGING
MONASTERY

That metre-long bird
flying overhead,
with its legs
straight out
behind, is an
49
extremely
rare black-faced
spoonbill. It’s probably
heading south for the winter .

ZHOUKOUDIAN CAVES

Locals said the bones in and around
the Zhoukoudian caves belonged
to chickens, or even dragons. But
when experts looked closer , they
found they were human!
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THE YOUNG LADY'S GATE

The stones of the Niangziguan fort tell of a
daring young princess of long, long ago.

27. THE HOOPOE

The hoopoe is a common bird in this part
of the world. Apart from its cry, it has
three distinctive features: 1) It moves up
and down when it flies, like a giant butterfly.
2) A pair of hoopoes are never far apart.
They even pass food between each other.
3) The bird’s long black bill is ideal for
burrowing into the desert in search of
scrummy grubs to eat.
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Hoopoes are friendly. If you approach it
while it’s digging, it looks up, nods a quick
‘good morning’, and goes back to work.
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also in this series...
Wonders of Egypt
Jump aboard and get ready for an unforgettable journey along the River Nile.
Cruise past pyramids and catacombs, encounter exotic animals, and come
face to face with the gods and pharaohs of ancient Egypt in this beautifully
illustrated wall frieze.
$17.99 | June 2017 | 9781786575388 | 9.06" x 12.01" | Paperback |
16 pp | Ages 8–12

10

Amazon Adventure
$17.99 | September 2016 | 9781786571069 |
9.06" x 12.01" | Paperback | 16 pp

Rocky Mountain Explorer
$17.99 | September 2016 | 9781786571076 |
9.06" x 12.01" | Paperback | 16 pp

11

Amelia’s Maze
Adventure

Travel a world of fantastically fun
mazes in search of lost jewels!
Disaster! Lady Vivian Winthrop has returned from a round-theworld expedition, and her precious jewels are missing. It’s up to
young explorer Amelia to retrace her steps and track them down
– but she’ll need your help! Complete challenging mazes and
discover amazing facts on every page.
$9.99 | May 2017 | 9781786574367 | 9.06” x 10.63” | Paperback |
96 pp | Ages 7–10

The World’s
Cutest Animal
Coloring Book
Create your own adorable
animal pictures

Create your own adorable animal pictures. Copy the
colors on the left hand page, or go wild and come up
with your own beautiful combinations. From tigers and
turtles to koalas, pandas and penguins, find your
favorite cute creature and get coloring!
$11.99 | December 2016 | 9781786574084 | 9.1" x 10.6" |
Paperback | 52 pp

Marco’s Maze
Mission

Travel a world of fantastically fun
mazes in a treasure hunt like no
other!
Brilliant but absent-minded photographer Geronimo Keats is back
from the trip of a lifetime. The only problem is, his luggage... isn’t!
Time for young explorer Marco to swing into action and find the
missing belongings – but he’ll need your help! Tackle challenging
mazes and discover amazing facts on every page.
$9.99 | May 2017 | 9781786576873 | 9.06" x 10.63" | Paperback |
96 pp | Ages 7–10

12

DOODLE SPOTS
Find it, score it, then draw it!

What a lot of things to spot! This partially-colored book encourages
children to be eagle-eyed while on vacation. Illustrated by awardwinning artist Thomas Flintham, there’s a scene for any destination.
Children can get involved with every page, no matter where they are.
Look out for the items in the I-spy grid, find and color them in a detailed
search scene, then create your own fun scenes on the next page. From
the seaside to the ski slopes to the shopping mall, there’s something
for everyone.
$12.99 | June 2016 | 9781760343460 | 7.3" x 9.4" | Paperback | 100 pp

13

Family Activity Series
Keeping everyone entertained

The Round-theWorld Quiz Book
The best travel trivia on the
planet
Hundreds of fiendish questions for the
whole family. Can you name the seven
wonders of the world? Do you know what
the capital city of Brazil is? How about
where you might find a food fight involving
tons of tomatoes? Different difficulty
levels will keep little ones and parents
entertained. From multiple choice to
anagrams and odd ones out, there are
hundreds of chances to show off your trivia
talent!

Backyard Explorer
Adventures right at your
doorstep
The best adventures start at home!
Discover your neighborhood in a whole
new way with this brilliant fill-in journal.
Go cloud spotting, make a skyline collage,
design your dream house, create your very
own time capsule, and lots more.
$12.99 | April 2017 | 9781786573193 |
6.5” x 8.3” | Hardback | 72 pp | Ages 7+

My Family
Height Chart
A fold-out, fact-filled record
of your growth
Prepare to compare yourself with some of
the world’s biggest, smallest, weirdest and
wackiest items. Tall enough for the whole
family, this fold-out chart is the height
of fun! With over 80 colorful stickers to
track your progress, and loads of facts to
discover, tracking your height has never
been so much fun!

BOREDOM BUSTER

MY TRAVEL JOURNAL

MY FAMILY TRAVEL MAP

Games for the road

Never forget an adventure

Make ‘are we nearly there yet?’ a thing
of the past. This brilliant book of games
for the whole family is guaranteed to
make any journey more competitive and
a lot more fun. Packed with word games,
memory games, spotting games, counting
games, solo games, silly games, and lots
more.

Part travel diary, part vacation scrapbook,
part sketchbook, My Travel Journal is the
perfect way for young travelers to record
their adventures. Part of our brand new
activity range, it’s full of fun prompts and
ideas, with space to write, draw, collage
and color, to turn the finished journal into
a treasured keepsake packed with trip
memories.

A fold-out, fact-filled poster
to complete

$11.99 | April 2016 | 9781786573179 |
7.9" x 7.9" | Paperback | 128 pp

$12.99 | April 2016 | 9781760341008 |
6.5" x 8.3" | Hardback | 72 pp

Part of our brand new activity range, this
interactive world map helps you make
your family’s journeys a work of art. Add
stickers to show where you’ve been and
where you want to go, and create a unique
map that’s totally personal to you and
your family’s travels. Perforated for easy
removal to display as a wall poster. You’ll
also find fascinating facts about every
country on the reverse.
$14.99 | April 2016 | 9781760341015 |
9" x 12" with pull out map (overall size
37"x 12") | Cased concertina binding |
16 two-sided panels

$14.99 | April 2017 | 9781786576897 |
9” x 12” | Concertina (pull-out frieze) |
Ages 7+

$11.99 | April 2017 | 9781786574329 |
7.9” x 7.9” | Paperback | 160 pp |
Ages 7+
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15

First Words

100 first words in French, Spanish and English

NEW
S
SERIE

Simple and striking, these beautifully illustrated books are the perfect introduction to French, Spanish and English
words for the whole family. Build a vocabulary suited to any trip with simple pronunciation guides and bold
illustrations. Their modern design and high-end finish makes these books a proud addition to any bookshelf,
and a great gift for travelers of all ages.

Pop-Up Cities

Make the city come alive with this beautiful series of mini pop-up books. With gorgeous illustrations and six
stunning pop-ups in each title, these are the perfect introductions to three of the world’s greatest cities for children
of any age.
$9.99 | April 2016 | 5" x 6.1" | Cased concertina binding | 8 spreads, 6 pop ups

$12.99 | 5” x 7.8“ | Flexibound | 208 pp | Ages 3+

Pop-up London
9781760343392
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First Words French

First Words Spanish

First Words English

March 2017 | 9781786575289

March 2017 | 9781786573179

July 2017 | 9781787012790

Pop-up Paris
9781760343354

Pop-up New York
9781760343378
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Let’s Explore!
Sticker activity books

Adventures
In the World

Puzzles, coloring-in
and over 250 stickers!

Sticker & Activity Books

A series of sticker activity books that is perfect for any child with a sense of adventure. With fascinating facts,
puzzles to solve and pages to color and complete, little explorers will love discovering just how amazing our
planet can be. Includes over 250 stickers.

Adventures Around the Globe: World Atlas
$9.99 | February 2017 | 9.06" x 12.01" | Paperback | 48 pp + 12 pp of stickers | Ages 5+

Our special edition sticker atlas takes young readers on a non-stop tour of the
continents, adding fun and humor along the way. Introducing each continent with
a beautifully illustrated map, then delving deeper into some of the most iconic
sights, readers will love to add stickers and color to the stunning scenes. There’s
also a fold-out surprise – a 3D model of the globe to make, cherish and track the
globe-trotting adventure.
$12.99 | September 2015 | 9781743607824 | 9" x 12" | Paperback | 60 pp + 12 pp of stickers

Let’s Explore… City

Let’s Explore… Desert

Let’s Explore… Mountain

9781786572301

9781786573148

9781786573155

also in this series...
$9.99 | 9" x 12" | Paperback | 48 pp
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Let’s Explore… Ocean

Let’s Explore… Safari

Let’s Explore… Jungle

February 2016 | 9781760340407

February 2016 | 9781760340391

February 2016 | 9781760340384

Adventures in Noisy Places

Adventures in Smelly Places

March 2015 | 9781743607800

March 2015 | 9781743607817

Adventures in Busy Places

Adventures in Cold Places

Adventures in Wild Places

Adventures in Famous Places

October 2014 | 9781743603949

October 2014 | 9781743603956

October 2014 | 9781743603963

March 2015 | 9781743607794
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You Rule!

A practical guide to creating
your own kingdom

$14.99 | September 2015 |
9781743607848 | 7.9” x
7.9” | Hardback | 96 pp |
Lexile Display 1000L

amazing
world atlas

Tired of where you live? Think
you can do better? Now’s your
chance. We’ll show you how
to design a completely new
nation from scratch. You’ll
choose where it’s located,
what it looks like, how many
people live in it, what they do
and how they travel. You’ll get
to decide, organize, govern and
judge. You can be king, queen,
big chief, emperor, president
or dictator. Because right here,
right now, you rule!

This is the atlas you’ve been
waiting for! Discover what an
awesome, cool and quirky world
we live in. Get ready to take a trip
around the world you’ll never
forget.
Check out our Amazing World
Atlas and Tiny Atlas apps –
available on your phone and
tablet. Find out more, visit
lonelyplanetkids.com

$20.00 | October 2014 |
9781743604335 | 9” x 12” |
Hardback | 160 pp |
Lexile Display IG1010L

How to be…

Not For Parents

Everything you ever wanted to know
The Lonely Planet Not For Parents series opens up a world of intriguing stories and fascinating facts about the
most exciting places on earth.
6.5" x 8.25" | 96 pp | Paperback

Not For Parents Africa

Not For Parents Asia

Not For Parents Australia

Not For Parents China

$12.99 | October 2013
9781743219119

$12.99 | October 2013
9781743219102

$14.99 | October 2012
9781743214220

$14.99 | October 2012
9781743214275

Not For Parents Europe

Not For Parents Great Britain

Not For Parents South America

Not For Parents USA

$12.99 | October 2013
9781743219140

$14.99 | October 2012
9781743214213

$12.99 | October 2013
9781743219164

$14.99 | October 2012
9781743214237

Not For Parents Extreme Planet
A whirlwind tour of the globe, seeking
out the highest, deepest, widest,
narrowest, coolest, hottest, scariest,
smelliest… things on the planet.
What’s the longest place name? The
oldest fossil? Most treacherous road
in the world? It’s all here.
September 2015 | 9781743607732 |
Lexile Display IG1060L

October 2012 |
9781743214251

October 2014 | 9781743604342 |
Lexile Display IG1070L

$17.99 | 7.5" x 10.5" | Hardback | 160 pp
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Not For Parents The Real
Wonders of the World
The most awe-inspiring places and
experiences on the planet including
the pyramids, Area 51, Harry Potter
World and more.

October 2013 |
9781743219089
$19.99 | October 2012 | 9781743214244
9" x 12" | Hardback | 192 pp

$19.99 | October 2013 | 9781743217344
9" x 12" | Hardback | 160 pp
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Stock up on
ISBN

Title

Pub Date

Price

ISBN

Title

Pub Date

Price

9781743603949 Adventure in Busy Places

Oct 2014

$9.99

9781786572301

Let’s Explore... City

Feb 2017

$9.99

9781743603956 Adventure in Cold Places

Oct 2014

$9.99

9781786573148

Let’s Explore... Desert

Feb 2017

$9.99

9781743607794 Adventure in Famous Places

Mar 2015

$9.99

9781760340384 Let’s Explore... Jungle

Feb 2016

$9.99

9781743607800 Adventure in Noisy Places

Mar 2015

$9.99

9781786573155

Feb 2017

$9.99

9781743607817

Mar 2015

$9.99

9781760340407 Let’s Explore... Ocean

Feb 2016

$9.99

9781743603963 Adventure in Wild Places

Oct 2014

$9.99

9781760340391 Let’s Explore... Safari

Feb 2016

$9.99

9781743607824 Adventures Around the Globe

Sep 2015

$12.99

9781743607749 Lonely Planet Kids Travel Book, The

Sep 2015

$19.99

9781786574367 Amelia’s Maze Adventure NEW

May 2017

$9.99

9781786576873 Marco’s Maze Mission NEW

May 2017

$9.99

9781786576897 My Family Height Chart NEW

Apr 2017

$14.99

Apr 2016

$14.99

9781760341008 My Travel Journal

Apr 2016

$12.99

9781743219119

Not For Parents Africa

Oct 2013

$12.99

9781743219102

Not For Parents Asia

Oct 2013

$12.99

9781743214220

Not For Parents Australia

Oct 2012

$14.99

9781743214275

Not For Parents China

Oct 2012

$14.99

9781743219140

Not For Parents Europe

Oct 2013

$12.99

9781743214244

Not For Parents Extreme Planet

Oct 2012

$19.99

9781743214213

Not For Parents Great Britain

Oct 2012

$14.99

9781743217344

Not For Parents Real Wonders
of the World

Oct 2013

$19.99

Adventure in Smelly Places

Lexile

titles now!

9781786574343 Animal Book, The NEW

Sep 2017

$19.99

9781786573193

Backyard Explorer NEW

Apr 2016

$12.99

9781786573179

Boredom Buster

Mar 2017

$12.99

9781786570192

Cities Book, The

Sep 2016

$19.99

IG1140L

9781760342289 City Trails - London

Jun 2016

$12.99

IG1140L

9781760342265 City Trails - New York

Jun 2016

$12.99

IG1130L

Jun 2016

$12.99

IG1090L

9781786579645 City Trails - Rome NEW

Oct 2017

$12.99

9781786579669 City Trails - Sydney NEW

Oct 2017

$12.99

9781786577269 City Trails - Tokyo NEW

Oct 2017

$12.99

9781786579621

9781760342241

City Trails - Paris

QTY

Let’s Explore... Mountain

My Family Travel Map

9781760341015

Oct 2017

$12.99

9781786574084 Cutest Animal Coloring Book

Dec 2016

$11.99

9781786577191

Oct 2017

$18.99

9781743219164

Not For Parents South America

Oct 2013

$12.99

9781760343460 Doodle Spots

Jun 2016

$12.99

9781743214237

Not For Parents USA

Oct 2012

$14.99

9781787012783

Earth Book, The NEW

Oct 2017

$19.99

9781760343392 Pop-up London

Apr 2016

$9.99

9781787012790

First Words - English NEW

July 2017

$12.99

9781760343378 Pop-up New York

Apr 2016

$9.99

9781786575289 First Words - French NEW

Mar 2017

$12.99

9781760343354 Pop-up Paris

Apr 2016

$9.99

9781786573179

Mar 2017

$12.99

9781786574329 Round the World Quiz Book NEW

Apr 2017

$11.99

9781786571069 Unfolding Journeys
Amazon Adventure 	

Sep 2016

$17.99

9781786571984 Unfolding Journeys Following
the Great Wall NEW

Jun 2017

$17.99

Sep 2016

$17.99

City Trails - Washington DC NEW

Dinosaur Atlas NEW

First Words - Spanish NEW

9781786576637 How Animals Build NEW

Sep 2017

$18.99

9781786570222 How Cities Work

Nov 2016

$18.99

9781743219089 How to be a Dinosaur Hunter

Oct 2013

$17.99

9781743604342 How to be a Space Explorer

Oct 2014

$17.99

9781743214251

Oct 2012

$17.99

9781743607732 How to be an International Spy

How to be a World Explorer

Sep 2015

$17.99

9781787011045

Oct 2017
Oct 2014

Incredible Cabinet of Wonders NEW

9781743604335 Kids Amazing World Atlas, The

Contact
Lonely Planet
124 Linden St., Oakland , CA 94607
Tel: (800) 275 8555 | Fax: (510) 893 8563
Email: customerservice@lonelyplanet.com

NC860L

IG1070L

9781786571076
IG1060L

Unfolding Journeys Rocky
Mountain Explorer

$21.99

9781786575388 Unfolding Journeys
Wonders of Egypt NEW

Jun 2017

$17.99

$20.00 IG1010L

9781743607848 You Rule!

Sep 2015

$14.99

Lexile

QTY

IG1150L
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